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**OUR MISSION**

At **MID COAST HOSPITAL**, we integrate remarkable twenty-first century technical and scientific advances in healthcare with more traditional and human aspects of caring and healing.

As your community hospital, we provide this modern, compassionate healthcare close to home. We provide maximum value for each service we deliver.

**OUR VISION**

Over the next decade, Mid Coast Health Services will continue its leadership in **transforming** healthcare for the communities we serve by focusing on the following priorities:

- **Prevention and Wellness**: An organization that not only takes care of patients when they become sick, but also takes responsibility for the health and well-being of our community.
- **Excellent Patient Experience**: An organization that is easy to access and navigate and is committed to surpassing expectations. Caring is at the heart of what we do.
- **Integrated and Accountable Care**: An organization that uses a team approach to managing the quality and cost of healthcare across all settings, engaging the patient, employers, and the healthcare team in the process.
- **Continuous Improvement to Achieve Superior Outcomes**: An organization that continuously measures and improves everything we do and engineers safety, technology, evidence, and reliability into our clinical practices to achieve superior outcomes.
- **Meeting Community Needs**: An organization that actively engages with the community to plan for and meet changing needs, and provides a first place to turn for high-quality healthcare, close to home.

**OUR GOAL**

*We are committed to achieving the TRIPLE AIM*

- enhance the patient experience and quality of care
- improve the health of our population, and
- reduce the per capita cost of healthcare.

---

**ON THE COVER**: Our new **MID COAST MEDICAL GROUP-Topsham medical office building** under construction just off Rte. 196 in Topsham adjacent to The Highlands. Learn more on Page 6.
Dear Friends:

There is no doubt that 2013 will long be remembered as a year of upheaval in the world of healthcare. Nationally, we’ve witnessed difficult times and decisions that affect millions of individuals with widespread implications to our healthcare system. As healthcare policy and legislation moved to the center of national attention, here at Mid Coast we have worked hard to prepare for the repercussions. We have primarily focused on how the changes in the Affordable Care Act will enhance our mission and the transformative path that we have already set in place.

With strong leadership and community support, Mid Coast Health Services began preparing for these times over two years ago. During a comprehensive community outreach initiative, we listened and learned about the needs and hopes for health within our region. The outcome of our efforts, Mid Coast’s 2020 Vision, became a local roadmap for the future of healthcare.

Last year we aligned ourselves with national leaders through the pursuit of the Triple Aim. We committed to achieve healthcare’s greatest challenge to simultaneously improve the patient experience of care, improve the health of the community, and reduce costs; a goal that experts agree will ultimately improve both our healthcare system and the health of all individuals.

As you will see in this report, we have spent the past year mobilizing our ideas. We’ve invested in infrastructure, innovation, and excellence, carrying out our promise to lead our community through the greatest healthcare transformation of our time. With this foundation in place, we have a position of strength and success no matter the outcomes of the national debate.

Despite political polarities of the Affordable Care Act, the national attention has united our country with a collective hope for a better healthcare system. With such a desperate need for reform, we remain optimistic that some components of the legislation are directly in line with our vision, allowing for more rapid progress on improving the health of our community.

With a mission to deliver the absolute best service and care, a true belief in our vision for the future, and a substantial goal to aim toward, we set forth on our journey. The future of healthcare is here and we have never been more prepared to lead the way.

Lois N. Skillings, RN
President & CEO
The Affordable Care Act

By Robert N. McCue
Vice President-Finance and Chief Financial Officer

The need for affordable care

On March 23, 2010, President Obama signed the Affordable Care Act (ACA) — the most significant piece of health reform legislation enacted in over 50 years. Aimed at comprehensive health insurance reform, the primary goal of the law is to provide health insurance for the more than 50 million Americans currently uninsured.

Studies have shown a wide disparity in health levels between those who have insurance and those who do not. Given Mid Coast’s commitment to the health of our community, we are very much in favor of all Mainers having access to insurance and options for better health. Additionally, increasing the number of patients with insurance will reduce our hospital’s free care and bad debt – a number that has almost doubled in the past five years, mostly related to people who are either uninsured or under insured.

How does the ACA increase access to insurance?

The ACA uses a two-fold approach to increase health insurance options for all Americans. First, it allows each state to expand eligibility for the Medicaid program, a public social welfare program that provides health insurance for those living in poverty. Secondly, the ACA creates subsidies for those not eligible for Medicaid to purchase private health insurance through newly created healthcare exchanges, an online Health Insurance Marketplace.

Between the expansion of Medicaid and the creation of the exchanges, it was estimated that 32 million Americans would gain access to health insurance.

Cause for concern, but hope for the Future

With such positive projections, the American Hospital Association not only became an early supporter, but also agreed to help pay for the ACA by negotiating significant reductions in Medicaid reimbursements. What was originally a simple deal became complicated when many States, including Maine, challenged the legality of the ACA and the Supreme Court ruled that they were not obligated to expand Medicaid. As a result of this ruling, it is now up to each State to decide whether or not to expand its Medicaid program, a decision that has significantly weakened the original estimates of the ACA.

To date, Maine is among 25 states that have decided not to expand Medicaid. Without the expansion, the deal no longer balances and hospitals in Maine are obligated to the agreed upon reimbursement reductions, yet do not benefit from the anticipated revenue. Because of this, the net impact of the ACA to Mid Coast Hospital is a loss of $16 million over the next seven years.

Despite what has happened to date, Mid Coast will not waiver in our support of the ACA. As the Maine legislature and the LePage administration continue to debate Medicaid expansion, we remain hopeful. Not only to prevent long-term financial losses, but also to reinstate the original intentions of the ACA and provide more options for health insurance and opportunities for better health in our community.
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Mid Coast Health Services remains focused on our core mission to provide the highest quality care to the community. By consistently analyzing our practices and managing costs, we provide maximum value for every service we deliver. We’ve invested in innovation and new efficiencies to secure the future of health in our community. With strong leadership and support, we have become a leader in healthcare in Maine and remain the lowest cost hospital in the state.

Building a New Patient-Centered Medical Home

The official groundbreaking for Mid Coast Medical Group–Topsham took place in October, marking construction of the new internal medicine practice located adjacent to The Highlands.

Offering adult primary care, the new MCMG–Topsham is specifically designed to deliver an innovative model of care known as the Patient-Centered Medical Home (PCMH), supporting Mid Coast’s mission to transform primary health care by giving patients needed support to actively participate in their own care. The PCMH model is proven to improve health outcomes and lower the cost of healthcare, by striving to keep patients healthy and well.
Community Care Team Offers Patient-Centered Care

An extension of the Patient-Centered Medical Home, the CHANS Community Care Team (CCT) works with physicians to assist patients with achieving optimum health. The team helps those living with chronic disease to identify barriers that may prevent them from staying healthy and then links them to support and resources that help them remain on a healthy path.

Since becoming operational in January 2013, the CHANS CCT received 154 referrals and admitted 117 active patients. Over the past year, the work of the CCT has improved the overall quality of life for each of the patients served, while working toward the goal of reducing more costly emergency department visits and related hospital admissions.

Maternity Awarded Grant to Expand CenteringPregnancy® Program

Early in 2013, Maternity Care at Mid Coast Hospital received a grant from March of Dimes to expand the already successful CenteringPregnancy program. The evidenced-based model of group prenatal care integrates basic prenatal health assessment and education with social support. Centering allows for increased patient capacity and provider efficiency, while improving health outcomes.

Investments in Technology

With the acquisition of new technology this past year, the physicians of Mid Coast Medical Group and Mid Coast Hospital have improved efficiency, enhanced diagnostic capabilities, and improved overall patient experiences.

The physicians of Mid Coast Medical Group–Gastroenterology are using a new advanced endoscopy system to provide patients with more accurate diagnoses, shorten procedure times, and improve the overall procedural experience. The clarity of the new technology is exceptional and helps to clearly detect abnormalities, even at their earliest stages.

Diagnostic Services recently replaced the cardiac catheterization lab with a new digital system, allowing for improved image quality, faster image transfer, and lower Xray exposure. The new technology allows for exceptional image quality and more efficient workflow.

Caring for the Health of our Mid Coast Family

As a healthcare organization committed to the health and wellness of our community, we strive to create a culture of health in everything that we do. By doing so, we not only model healthy behaviors for our patients, but also support employees in their personal health that will enhance their quality of life.

In fall of 2013, the Employee Health and Wellness Committee, with strong support from Senior Management, Human Resources, Public Affairs, and Community Health Improvement, launched Live Well. Work Well., the revamped Employee Health and Wellness Program.

One of the most exciting new features of the wellness program is the employee wellness site on the Mid Coast Health website. The new resource provides information on benefits available to employees and encourages a healthy work-life balance for every member of our organization.
Excellence in Quality & Patient Satisfaction

At Mid Coast Health Services we acknowledge that performance and quality are critical to assessing our effectiveness and ability to meet the needs of our patients. We strive for perfection in everything that we do, and in doing so rely on several indicators and measures to ensure that we are doing our very best. With our focus on achieving excellence in patient experiences (a key component of the Triple Aim), we’ve made several enhancements to patient services and are grateful for the recognition of the high quality, compassionate care that we deliver.

Exceeding Joint Commission Standards

After an unannounced on-site survey in early December, Mid Coast Hospital has once again earned The Joint Commission’s Gold Seal of Approval® for accreditation by demonstrating compliance with The Joint Commission’s national standards for health care quality and safety in hospitals. Mid Coast is the only Joint Commission Accredited hospital in Midcoast Maine and one of only five Joint Commission certified Primary Stroke Centers in the state.

In November, Mid Coast was named Top Performer on Key Quality Measures® by the Joint Commission, recognizing the hospital for exemplary performance in using evidence-based clinical processes. Additionally, the Joint Commission recently recognized CHANS Home Health Care as reaccredited for all services, which include nursing, rehabilitation, palliative, hospice, and private duty care services.

Magnet Redesignation Process

In 2009, Mid Coast Hospital became the first community hospital in Maine to earn Magnet designation, an honor bestowed upon only six percent of hospitals nationwide by the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC), a subsidiary of the American Nurses Association. In 2013, Deb Macleod RN, MS, Vice President of Nursing and Patient Care Services, led the redesignation process, gathering evidence that supports our commitment to Magnet status.

In early December, a team of appraisers visited Mid Coast Hospital to review the standards and speak directly with staff, patients, and families. We expect to hear great news from the ANCC in February 2014.
Senior Heath Center Among U.S. “Best”
Mid Coast Senior Health Center’s Mere Point Long-Term Nursing Home and Bodwell Nursing and rehabilitation Center were recognized in the 2013 U.S. News and World Report’s “Best Nursing Homes” list for being among the highest rated in Maine. The 2013 Best Maine Nursing Homes list is comprised of those facilities with a rating of five (5) stars from the federal Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) for their overall performance in health inspections, nurse staffing, and quality of medical care.

Mid Coast Psychiatrist Nominated for Prestigious Schwartz Center Award
The Schwartz Center for Compassionate Healthcare, a national nonprofit organization dedicated to strengthening the relationship between patients and caregivers, announced that Mid Coast psychiatrist Lynn Ouellette, MD, was one of five nominated for its prestigious 2013 Schwartz Center Compassionate Caregiver Award®.

New Physicians & Allied Health Professionals
Mid Coast continues to attract expert physicians from across the U.S. This year we welcomed the following to our active medical staff:

- Miguel R. Arguedas, MD, MPH
  MID COAST MEDICAL GROUP–Gastroenterology
- Amy K. Etzweiler, MD
  MID COAST MEDICAL GROUP–Topsham Adult Health Care
- Craig A. Hawkins, MD, FACS
  MID COAST MEDICAL GROUP–Urology
- Stemple D. Johnson, MD
  MID COAST MEDICAL GROUP–General Surgery at Parkview
- Alexis L. Nolan, RN, CNM
  MID COAST MEDICAL GROUP–Women’s Health Care
- Calin Stoicov MD, PhD
  MID COAST MEDICAL GROUP–Gastroenterology
- Benjamin V. Tipton, MPA-C
  MID COAST MEDICAL GROUP–Bath Adult Health Care
- Diana Vradii, MD
  MID COAST MEDICAL GROUP–Rheumatology

Rheumatology Care Joins Medical Group
Offering a much-needed service to Mid Coast residents, Mid Coast Medical Group–Rheumatology opened in early September, offering high-quality care to patients diagnosed with arthritis and other musculoskeletal diseases. Diana Vradii, MD, heads the new practice, specializing in scleroderma, vasculitis, musculoskeletal ultrasound, and ultrasound-guided joint aspirations and injections.

Mid Coast Scores “A” in Safety
In two separate surveys conducted in 2013, Mid Coast Hospital received an “A” Hospital Safety Score® from The Leapfrog Group, an independent national nonprofit run by employers and other large purchasers of health benefits. The Hospital Safety Score is calculated under the guidance of The Leapfrog Group’s Blue Ribbon Expert Panel using publicly available data on patient injuries, medical and medication errors, and infections.
Supporting A Healthy & Vibrant Community

Our community continues to ask us for increased access to quality healthcare with the focus just as much on wellness and disease prevention as treating people when they are sick or injured. As indicated in our vision for the future, we understand that community health is critical to the success of our healthcare system. By providing opportunities to educate and increasing access to preventative care, we continue to lead our region through this transformation.

Maine Street, Brunswick
Oil on Belgian Linen
By Bowdoin Student/Artist
Lucy Walker

This project is the result of a joint partnership among Mid Coast Health Services, Brunswick Public Art, and Bowdoin College, and was made possible by funding from the Mid Coast Hospital Auxiliary.

Mural Depicts Brunswick’s Healthy and Vibrant Community Life

Through a collaboration between Mid Coast Hospital, Bowdoin College, and Brunswick Public Art, Midcoast community members have a new public art piece to enjoy at the Mid Coast Primary Care and Walk-In Clinic, Downtown at Brunswick Station. “Maine Street, Brunswick,” a 14-foot oil-on-linen mural, depicts scenes of community life on the Brunswick Mall. Completed in November, the project is part of our commitment to creating an environment of healing.

Bowdoin College Student/Artist Lucy Walker arrives at the dedication of her mural at the Primary Care & Walk-In Clinic, Downtown at Brunswick Station. (Photo by Gerry Maraghy)

Tobacco-Free Environments

For the seventh consecutive year, the Maine Tobacco-Free Hospital Network recognized Mid Coast Hospital through the Gold Star Standards of Excellence program. This program encourages and awards Maine hospitals for meeting best practice standards around creating a tobacco-free environment and supporting tobacco free lifestyles.

Meeting these standards is hard work and we are pleased to have received the Silver Star award this year. We anticipate meeting Gold level standards in 2014 by becoming a 100% tobacco-free campus.

Additionally, Access Health provided policy and technical assistance to the City of Bath to establish a “Tobacco-Free Parks and Recreation Facilities Ordinance” that bans tobacco use within twenty-five feet of all parks and outdoor recreation facilities owned or maintained by the city.
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Supporting A Healthy & Vibrant Community

The New Healthy Café at Mid Coast
As part of Mid Coast’s ongoing effort to provide the absolute best care for our community and our employees, the Café and nutrition services department have made significant changes over the past year.

With a focus on creating a healthier environment and increased availability of nutritious options, the Café now offers a wider variety of fruits and vegetables, a daily featured wellness meal, labels on all food items with nutrition information, and more vegetarian, vegan, and gluten-free options.

Educational Speakers at the Senior Health Center
In addition to providing a full continuum of healthcare services and residences for seniors, the Mid Coast Senior Health Center has become recognized as a resource for members of the community to learn and find support. The Senior Health Center sponsors Ounce of Prevention, a series of speakers that focus on health information for the 55+ community.

The 2013 series featured nine presentations with an average of twenty people in attendance, covering such topics as eye care, cardiology testing, and hospice and palliative care. In addition, the monthly Caregiver Support Group added speakers to help inform caregivers and loved ones about various nuances and challenges to caregiving and the many facets of dementia.

Skin Cancer Screening Results
In spring 2013, Mid Coast Hospital collaborated with local healthcare providers, the American Academy of Dermatology, and the American Cancer Society to provide a free Skin Cancer Screening to the public. Of the 169 individuals screened, 69 had positive findings, identifying potentially life-threatening cancers in 41 percent of participants.

Flu Vaccination Efforts
CHANS Home Health Care once again offered a vigorous schedule of community vaccination clinics throughout the Midcoast region this past fall. In partnership with local community organizations and primary care offices, more than 80 clinics resulted in 5,126 vaccinations for community members.

Partnering for Community Health
The Community Health Information Partnership (CHIP) of Curtis Memorial Library, Mid Coast Hospital, and Parkview Adventist Medical Center provides current, quality health and wellness information in a variety of formats to residents of the Midcoast region. Through mid-November, the total circulation for the collection this year was 63,846 and 18,630 items were renewed for longer use.

A CHIP display area at the library showcases high-interest topics and new CHIP items. In addition, CHIP organized free community health programs on Diabetes and Speech & Hearing that provided an overview of resources.

Enjoying the Life of Thornton Oaks
Thornton Oaks Retirement Community is home to nearly 200 homeowners who live in cooperative housing. This past year, residents enjoyed myriad art exhibits, music and choral concerts, education classes, and a variety of speakers, from authors to historians, who find an appreciative audience among our community members.

Residents of Thornton Oaks are engaged in the greater Brunswick community, whether volunteering at local non-profits, learning at the Midcoast Senior College, or as contributors to the fabric of our community. Residents are also enjoying the newly updated and expanded kitchen and striking makeover of the 120-person capacity dining room.

Photo by Gerry Maraghy

Courtesy of Thornton Oaks Retirement Community
Mental Health Awareness

In observance of Mental Health Awareness, Mid Coast Hospital sponsored two well-attended community events in early October.

More than 200 Midcoast community members, business leaders, healthcare providers, and policy makers attended “Communities in Action,” a conference on children’s mental health and development held in partnership with Bowdoin College and United Way of Mid Coast Maine. Acclaimed neuroscientist Dr. Pat Levitt of the University of Southern California delivered the keynote address, “Toxic Stress and its Impact on Early Learning and Health.”

At a special community event focused on reducing the stigma of mental illness, Mid Coast hosted Pulitzer Prize nominee and New York Times bestselling writer Marya Hornbacher. “Changing Minds: Ending the Stigma of Mental Illness” featured a presentation and book signing in an intimate setting where people were free to ask questions and freely discuss mental health awareness.

Healthy Worksites

Worksite wellness programs have been shown to reduce absenteeism, improve productivity, and can lower health insurance costs for employers. For every dollar spent on worksite wellness programs, employers can save up to $6. With the help of Mid Coast Hospital’s Community Health Improvement program local businesses are hoping that by making investments in wellness programs that their efforts will ultimately pay off.

Access Health is a key partner of the Bath and Brunswick Healthy Maine Streets programs. A collaborative project of the Maine Development Foundation’s Maine Downtown Center, and Medical Care Development Public Health, the project works with local businesses to create wellness programs to support the physical activity, healthy eating, and tobacco behaviors of their employees.

In addition, our Community Health team also manages Bath Iron Works’ Bath Built Fit for Life program, a comprehensive worksite wellness program offered at no cost to all BIW employees and their dependents. Through Fit for Life, BIW employees are screened onsite for a variety of health risks. Health coaches are available to review results, educate about what they can do, and create short and long-term goals for sustained health improvement.

Women’s Wellness Day

More than 75 women turned out for Mid Coast Hospital’s 24th Annual Women’s Wellness Day held in May. Attendees of this year’s event had the privilege of listening to keynote speaker Sarah Smiley who offered insight on the true meaning of community as she reflected on her own personal story as a military wife and mother.

The women also participated in health screenings and workshops designed to introduce new wellness concepts and encourage personal health. One-on-one consultations and screenings were provided in partnership with “Health on the Move,” an initiative of the Cumberland Public Health District.

Golf Tournament Proceeds Enhance Community Health Education

Mid Coast Health Services held its 20th Annual Mid Coast Hospital Classic – Golf FORE Health Tournament in September. The net proceeds of $21,000 will be used to enhance and expand a vast array of health and wellness programs and services offered by Healthline, our community health education center. Healthline focuses on health promotion and disease prevention, a keystone of our vision for the future of healthcare in our community.
The Year in **Numbers**

Numbers are based on fiscal year 2013 (October 1, 2012 – September 30, 2013)

**3,300**
Number of *feet of prepared walking paths* through the forested wetlands behind Mid Coast Hospital

**9,523**
Number of *patients* seen in the Mid Coast Walk-In Clinic

**24,114**
Number of *patients* seen in the Mid Coast Hospital Emergency Department

**180**
Number of *providers* on Mid Coast Hospital’s active medical staff

**570**
Number of *babies delivered* in Mid Coast Maternity Care

**92**
Percent of *babies born* in Mid Coast Maternity Care that are exclusively breastfed

**4,957**
Number of *free flu shots* given to community members at CHANS Community Flu Clinics

**72**
Number of CHANS *Hospice Volunteers* that provided **3,646 hours of service** to patients at end-of-life and their families

**2,400**
Number of *teddy bears given to young patients* of Mid Coast Hospital by the Auxiliary’s Teddy Bear Club

**121**
Number of *anonymous tips* sent since the start of Communities Against Substance Abuse’s eTip service, alerting local area law enforcement of underage drinking and drug use

**500**
Number of *Mid Coast Hospital Volunteers* that provided **42,000 hours of service**

**973**
Pounds of medication collected over a 6-month period via the community Green Box program, a collaborative effort of Mid Coast Hospital, Access Health, Davenport Foundation, and local law enforcement
Thank you!

For more information on ways of giving to Mid Coast Hospital, please call the Development Office at (207) 373-6064, or visit www.midcoasthealth.com/gifts.

* Please Note: The names listed here represent donations received from December 14, 2012, through December 13, 2013. Gifts received after December 13, 2013, will be acknowledged in the 2014 Annual Report.
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Chapman, and Walter C. Chapman  
Nancy M. Coffin  
Marguerite Couch  
in Memory of Edward Couch  
Louis A. and Ann H. Cutler  
Jim and Joan Drake  
Susan H. Dreher  
GE Foundation  
_matching gift from Storrs and  
Suzanne Bigelow_  
Andrew Cook and Jacqueline Ellis  
Marlene L. Cormier, MD  
Harold Edwards, Jr.  
Guy T. Emery  
Cathleen C. Eslieck  
Rollin and Averil Fessenden  
Patricia R. Field  
Lawrence Fischman, MD  
Jean H. and Ronald A. Flink  
in Memory of Beryl R. McPherson  
Ben and Pat Ford  
Les Fossel  
Jay and Lenore Friedland  
Michele Gaillard  
Patricia Gallow  
Cory Gardiner  
June Garman  
Donald and Joan Gerrish  
Rosalind Prince Gilman  
in Memory of John E. and  
Patricia L. Prince  
David and Polly Goldman  
Robert and Priscilla Grondin  
Charles and Michelle Guptill  
in Memory of Samuel and Evelyn  
Wolkow, and Charlotte and  
Roy Guptill  
William and Sally Haggett  
George and Joan Hall  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Harrison  
Mr. and Mrs. Rollin F. Haynes  
Bridget and Mike Healy  
Rodger and Jillian Herrigel  
Irma E. Howard  
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Hutchinson  
Rebecca and Norman James  
Kennon and Sabra Jayne  
Julia G. Kahrl  
Judith Kamin  
Margo and David Knight  
in Honor of Lois Skillings  
Ed and Nancy Langbein  
in Memory of Adelaide T. Langbein  
Henry and Sarah Laurence  
George P. Little  
Ralph and Sonia Lofgren  
Bruce and Linda MacMillan  
Anne and John Marsh  
Bruce and Helene McGlaufin  
Mrs. Janet E. Mead  
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph M. Merry  
Donald and Pamela Miller  
Scott Mills, MD  
Bill and Jane Morrell  
Doug and Deborah Morton  
Diane Moyer  
Ed and Cynthia Murphy  
Nicole Nalchajian, MD  
in support of the Maine Track Program  
New World Kitchens  
Mr. and Mrs. H. Gilman Nichols  
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Orem  
Dill and Kitty Paiste  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Patten  
Geoff and Meghan Perham—  
The High Point Corporation  
Andrew and Kim Perry  
Walter and Joan Phillips  
Mary G. Pitt  
James and Kathryn Pszczolkowski
Wellness & Education Programs

Lawrence and Jeana Rakovan
Janet Raslavsky
Jim Redwine
Elizabeth A. Richelieu
  In Memory of Charles F. Richelieu
Patricia Robinson
Susan and Scott Schafer
James and Claudia Searles
Roger W. Segars
Joseph Seigh
Randy and Carla Shaw
Harriet Conlin Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Sollecito
Frances Soverel
Dr. and Mrs. James A. Spencer
Christopher and Eunice St. John
Jon E. Steffensen and
Elizabeth K. Frantz
Peter and Janet Swinchatt
Raymond and Shirley Tabloski
Lois F. Thacker
  In Memory of Donald G. Thacker
Theodore L. Thieme
  In Memory of Helen Thieme
Pauline B. Thorpe
  In Memory of James E. Thorpe
Theodore R. and Eleanor G. Tracy
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Tremblay
  In Memory of Ruth A. Smith
John and Nina Trumper
  In Memory of Peter K. Trumper
William J. and Katherine L. Tucker
  In Memory of Herbert P. Simpson
Bruce Verrill, DMD
Reverends Richard and Carol Visser
Harry and Judith Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Warren
Edna Waterhouse
Mr. and Mrs. Donald S. Weatherbee
David and Sandra Weiss
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert B. White
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wiercinski
Elizabeth F. Wiggins
Jan and Marty Wilk
Emma F. Willman
John and Loren Wright

CONTRIBUTOR—Up to $99.00
Claudia Adams
  In support of Hospice Volunteers
Harold and Lynn Adams
Robert and Martha Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Allan D. Aikens
Anonymous
Elizabeth and Rudolf S. Amann
Carol Anderson
Meg Austin
  In Memory of Stephen F. Austin
Mary and Ron Baard
Kathryn Bagwell
Anne and Duncan Barnes
Joan F. Bayer
George and Louise Beaulieu
Alison Bennie and Scott Hood
Paul and Robin Beltramini
Eugene F. Bernard
  In memory of Clarice H. Bernard
Mary H. Bliss
Bruce and Nancie Bogart
Gerard and Patricia Bouchard
Herman and Nancie Boudreau
Phillip J. Breden, Sr.
William F. Brennan
Lorraine A. Brown
Richard and Phoebe Burston
Rosemary A. Campbell
Louise W. Carolan
Tom and Martha Cashman
Steven L. Cerf
Rosanna Chute
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence L. Clampitt
Joseph P. Clancy
  In Memory of Carolyn J. Lancaster
Genevieve Clark
June M. Coffin
John and Jane Conover
Louise Cook
John and Shannon Coray
Richard and Brenda Darcey
Kate S. Debevoise
David and Evelyn Desmond
John E. Donahue
Norma Dreyfus, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Roger S. Duncan
Jackie Duval
Shirley and David Edwards
Michael B. Feldman
Christopher and Jane Flower
A. Myrick Freeman, III and
Claire Darrow
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond S. Gilbert
  In Memory of Dorothy R. Percival
Ruth and Frank Glazier
Judith Goldner
Anna M. Grace
  In Memory of Joe Grace
Robert and Priscilla Grondin
Brian and Virginia Hatch
Scott Hood and Alison Bennie
  In Honor of Kathleen S. Bennie
Drs. Don and Sally Hoople
Charles and Louise Huntington
IBM
  Matching Gift from John Conover
Sally L. Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry E. Jones
  In Memory of Adelaide T. Langbein
in support of the Healing Garden
Thomas J. Keating, MD and
P. Lynn Ouellette, MD
Ronald and Elaine Kurtz
Pamela LaJeunesse
  In Memory of Amy Ulrickson
Joan W. Leslie
Nathan and Janine Lipfert
Andrea Loeffler, MD
Mildred E. Lowell
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Machin
Parker and Ann Marden
Paul and Laurie Mazzaro
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent C. McDermott
Jane T. McMurray
Bruce and Mary Mott
Elinor Muller
Bill and Jean Morse
John and Barbara Norton
Steve Obrin
  In Memory of Terry Obrin
Ann and Donald Otto
James Peavey
Ingeborg Polacsek
Carole A. Pope
  In Memory of Gardner and Lillian Pope
David and Linda Power
Patricia B. Raven
Henry and Monica Recknagel
Rosemary and David Roberts
Alexander and Audrey Robertson
Richard T. Rosen
James and Claudia Searles
Margaret Schick
George R. and Susan M. Sergeant
Margaret Spaulding
Gloria Smith
Joan and Russell Smith
Gift of Art

Painting Safe Haven from the artist Scott Brooker and his wife Mariah

Addiction Resource Center

Coastal Maine Emergency Physicians/BlueWater Emergency Partners

Bequests

The Estate of James P. Bowditch
The Estate of Thatcher Barker Pinkham
The Estate of Audrey M. Rogers
The Estate of Albert Reed Walker

Breast Health

Betsy’s Hair Salon
Gerard Caron

Children’s Mental Health Fund

Community Counseling Center
Davenport Trust
FairPoint Communications
FHC, Inc.
John T. Gorman Foundation
Martin’s Point Health Care, Inc.
Norway Savings Bank
Partners Healthcare
Sweetser
Tufts Medical Center
United Way of Mid Coast Maine

Gifts to Named Endowment Funds

Barbara Wilson Beck Memorial Endowment Fund
Kate Beck and James Whittemore
John C. and Allison L. Chapman Endowment Fund
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Chapman
  In memory of Margaret Hauck Ladd,
  Edward R. Ladd, Dorothy M.
  Chapman, and Walter C. Chapman
J. Katherine Chatterjee Endowment Fund
J. Katherine Chatterjee
  In Memory of Manu Chatterjee, MD
Jean D. and John D. Chiquoine Endowment Fund
John and Jean Chiquoine
Rodger and Becky Cuthbert Endowment Fund
Rodger and Becky Cuthbert
Richard and Shana Donnell Endowment Fund at Mid Coast Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Donnell
Marilyn and Warren Dwyer Endowment Fund
Marilyn Dwyer
Constance Smart Granger Memorial Endowment Fund
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Granger
Anne Smart Winchester
Frederick and Jill Haer Endowment Fund
Frederick and Jill Haer
Hennin Family Endowment Fund
Pat Hennin
Helen Buffum Johnson Endowment Fund
Helen B. Johnson

Mary Buffum Johnson Memorial Endowment Fund
Helen B. Johnson
In Memory of My Wife
Carolyn J. Lancaster Endowment Fund
by Richard H. Lancaster
Joseph P. Clancy
Richard H. Lancaster
James and Abigail Manny Endowment Fund
Abigail and James Manny
Kenneth and Beryl McPherson Endowment Fund
Beryl R. McPherson
In Memory of Beryl R. McPherson
Russell C. Buchanan
Mr. and Mrs. Van Buchanan
Jean H. and Ronald A. Flink
Michael B. Foster and Jill E. Jensen
Tom and Betty Hughes
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Knowles
Abigail and James Manny
Elizabeth M. Niven
Dill and Kitty Paiste
Herbert and Harriet Paris
Town of Phippsburg
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Proctor
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Smythe
Millie Stewart
Joan A. White
Dr. and Mrs. Robert R. Monahan Endowment Fund
Teresa D. Monahan
Morgenstern/Moser Endowment Fund
The Associated:
Jewish Community of Baltimore—Dr. Daniel Morgenstern and Moriah Moser
Moser Family Foundation, Inc.—Dr. Daniel Morgenstern and Moriah Moser

More than 100 donors and friends at this year’s Annual Appreciation Dinner learned the impact of the Affordable Care Act on local healthcare from President & CEO Lois Skillings and VP-Finance & CFO Robert McCue. (Photo by Linda MacMillan)
**MID COAST HEALTH SERVICES**

**Golf Classic Raffle Ticket Sellers** Judy Kelsh and Amy Berube at the 2013 event.

*(Photo by Steve Trockman)*

**Front Entrance Enhancement Fund**
Anonymous

**20th Annual Benefit Golf Classic**
1 Group Inc.
Abenaki Retirement & Investments
Advance Orthotic & Prosthetic Services
Aki Japanese Restaurant
Amtrak Downeaster
Atlantic Regional Federal Credit Union
Baker Newman & Noyes
Anne F. Barnes
Bath Area Family YMCA
Bath Savings Institution
Jim Baxter
Charles and Susan Bridge
Bernstein Shur

**Gold Sponsor**
Bowdoin College

**Platinum Sponsor**
Ed Buchanan
Cammack LaRette Consulting

**Silver Sponsor**
Captain Daniel Stone Inn
CD&M Communications

Coffee by Design
Fairfield Inn & Suites
Foot and Ankle Associates of Maine
G&E Roofing Co., Inc.
Goodwin’s Chevrolet-Mazda

**Silver Sponsor**
Grossman Marketing

**Gold Sponsor**
Everett Hanke
Hampton Inn
Harry C. Crooker & Sons, Inc.
Health Settings Network, Inc.

**Silver Sponsor**
The High Point Corporation
Highland Green
Holiday Inn—Bath
Brian M. Hughes
Inn at Brunswick Station
JHR Development, LLC
KeyBank
Le Garage Restaurant
Amanda Leland
Lincoln Financial Group
Bruce B. MacMillan
Maine Contact Flooring
Maine Course Hospitality Group—Kevin Pagnano
Maine Eastern Railroad
Maine Maritime Museum
Maine Yankee
Robert and Barbara McCue
Mechanics Savings Bank
Morton Real Estate
Norton Insurance and Financial Services, Inc.

**Platinum Sponsor**
North East Mobile Health Services

**Tournament Sponsor**
Norway Savings Bank

**Silver Sponsor**
OA Centers for Orthopaedics

**Gold Sponsor**
Ann and David Swanson Endowment Fund
David and Ann Swanson
Raymond and Shirley Tabloski Endowment Fund
Raymond and Shirley Tabloski

**Gold Sponsor**
Amy L. Ulrickson Endowment Fund
Pamela LaJeunesse

**Albert Reed and Thelma Powers Walker Endowment Fund**
The Estate of Albert Reed Walker
Preston Lea Wilds, MD and Dr. Nancy G. Wilds Endowment Fund
Dr. Nancy G. Wilds

**Gold Sponsor**
Bowdoin College

**Platinum Sponsor**
Ed Buchanan
Cammack LaRette Consulting

**Silver Sponsor**
Captain Daniel Stone Inn
CD&M Communications

Coffee by Design
Fairfield Inn & Suites
Foot and Ankle Associates of Maine
G&E Roofing Co., Inc.
Goodwin’s Chevrolet-Mazda

**Silver Sponsor**
Grossman Marketing

**Gold Sponsor**
Everett Hanke
Hampton Inn
Harry C. Crooker & Sons, Inc.
Health Settings Network, Inc.

**Silver Sponsor**
The High Point Corporation
Highland Green
Holiday Inn—Bath
Brian M. Hughes
Inn at Brunswick Station
JHR Development, LLC
KeyBank
Le Garage Restaurant
Amanda Leland
Lincoln Financial Group
Bruce B. MacMillan
Maine Contact Flooring
Maine Course Hospitality Group—Kevin Pagnano
Maine Eastern Railroad
Maine Maritime Museum
Maine Yankee
Robert and Barbara McCue
Mechanics Savings Bank
Morton Real Estate
Norton Insurance and Financial Services, Inc.

**Platinum Sponsor**
North East Mobile Health Services

**Tournament Sponsor**
Norway Savings Bank

**Silver Sponsor**
OA Centers for Orthopaedics
Patricia Loney, 
Licensed Massage Therapist 
People’s United Bank 
Pepsi Beverages Company 
The Pierce Studio 
Poland Spring 
Potts Harbor Lobster 
Radiology Specialists of Maine 
Michael and Rita Renaud 
Joan Reynolds 
Ricoh Health Care 
Riley Insurance Agency 
Rogers ACE Hardware 
Barbara Rondeau 
Sebasco Harbor Resort 
Joan Shea 
The Shipyard Brewing Co. 
Skillin’s Greenhouses 
Springer’s Jewelers 
The Times Record 
Curtis F. Richelieu 
Douglas J. Richelieu 
Elizabeth A. Richelieu 
Shirley E. Richelieu

Access to Quality Healthcare

Lifeline 
Messier-Costain Foundation 
Elizabeth H. and H. Stuart Muench 
“Maine Track” 
Medical Student Program 
Jim Ford and Marybeth Ford, MD 
Nicole Nalchajian, MD 
Medical Equipment for ICU 
Timothy Adams 
Memorial Gifts 
In Memory of Priscilla G. Belanger 
In support of the Healing Garden 
Millie and Allan Stewart 
In Memory of Faylene H. Cornish 
Jane and James Carter 
Alfred and Hildegard Green 
Isobel Kahn 
Peter Kilborn 
Maria and Richard McElman 
Ann S. Pierson 
Lynne and Michael Pinkham 
Sandy Rollins 
Carole Rouillard 
Jeanne and Patrick Slattery 
Marcia Smith 
In Memory of Beryl R. McPherson 
In support of the Kenneth and Beryl McPherson Endowment Fund 
Russell C. Buchanan 
Mr. and Mrs. Van Buchanan 
Jean H. and Ronald A. Flink 
Michael B. Foster and Jill E. Jensen 
Tom and Betty Hughes 
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Knowles 
Abigail and James Manny 
Elizabeth M. Niven 
Dill and Kitty Paiste 
Herbert and Harriet Paris 

Mid Coast Hospital Auxiliary 
Scholarship Fund 
Lois and Jim Skillings 
Mid Coast Medical Group—Brunswick Station Fund 
Mid Coast Hospital Auxiliary 
Mid Coast Senior Health Center 
Elizabeth W. Bergstrom 
Darlene Chalmers 
Nature Trail Enhancement Fund 
In Memory of 
Capt. Charles F. Richelieu 
Bill and Jackie Brauer 
Curtis F. Richelieu 
Douglas J. Richelieu 
Elizabeth A. Richelieu 
Shirley E. Richelieu 
Nursing Education 
Mind, Body, Medicine Fund 
Scholarships 
Anonymous 
ED Nurse Education Fund 
Coastal Maine Emergency Physicians/BlueWater Emergency Partners
Palliative & Supportive Care Fund
Ro Anderson
Estate of Audrey M. Rogers
Margaret Spaulding

The EAT Family Fund
Anonymous

Healing Hearts Program
Mid Coast Hospital Auxiliary

Peter K. Trumper Memorial Fund
Lenore L. Kaplan
Susan A. Kaplan
John and Nina Trumper

Patient Assistance Fund
Messier-Costain Foundation

Rehabilitation Equipment Fund
Rebecca Brewster-Taylor, DPT, and John A. Taylor, DO

Women’s Wellness Day 2013
Bath Savings Institution
North East Mobile Health Services
Norton Insurance and Financial Services

CHANS Hospice & Volunteers

Annual Giving
Carol Anderson
Anonymous
Suzanne Austin
Ellen Beals
Arnold and Nancy Beard
Emily Bennett
Armand Bernier
Gerard and Patricia Bouchard
David Boyle
James Brawn
Phillip Breden
Herman Brown
Brunswick Friends Meeting
John Carlton
Al Charette
Katherine Chatterjee
John Conover
A. Edward Couch
John Dice
Daniel and Diane Doiron
Lois Dole
Paul Dumdey
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Donnell
Patricia Coyle Ellingwood
Howard Emery
John Farnham
Glenda Farrar
James and Carol Fetters
First Parish Church
Ben and Pat Ford
Fred Freeman
Freeport Lioness Club
Frank Goodwin
Elin Gould
Linda Clement
Peter Griffin
Charles and Elizabeth Grobe, Jr.
William Haggett
Irma Howard
Martha and Neil Hulbert
Margaret Libby Hyatt
It’s All Good, LLC
Sally Jackson
Arthur Jensky
Joanna E. and Griffith M. Jones
Julia Kahrl
Judith Kamin
Susan Kaplan
Margery Kerr
Amanda King
William and Elizabeth Knowles
Robert Koenig
The Koval Family
Katherine Kresser
Laura Ruth Lane-Reticker
Edward Langbein
John Leonard, Jr.
Marguerite Libby-Hyatt
Norma B. Ludwig
Paul Ludwig
Maine Hospice Council—Kandyce Powell
Pauline Mathieu
Maria and Richard McElman
Mary McGlone
Sandy Meck
Merck Partnership for Giving
Stephen and Tammy Minard
Maurice Morin
Robert and Nan Morrell
Edward and Joyce Morse
Sandra Neiman
Elizabeth Niven
Mary J. Ogden
Patricia Parker
Gretchen Gimpel Peacock
Alden Perry
Phippsburg Ambulance Association
Wallace Pinford
Phyllis Ponziani
Orville and Susan Ranger
David and Susan Reed
Chester Rice
James Rines
William and Frances Weatherbie
Elizaebth Webber
Ronald and Miriam Webber
David Weiss, Esq.
Dr. Nancy G. Wilds
Alden Woodbury
Frances Woodring

CHANS Memorials
In Memory of Kathryn Arsenault
Leon Arsenault
In Memory of Judith Baggett
Meredith Smithson
In Memory of Katherine Bailey
Linda Barrera
Kenneth and Marilyn Scola
Amy Walsh
In Memory of Dr. William D. Blake
Paul and Mary Brown
In Memory of Kenneth Brill
Robert and Holly Bennett
David and Nona Boston
Kathy Caldwell
Nancy Cope
Tyler Dawson
Anthon and Lavette Ulichnie
Joan Roth
Jessie M. Richards
St. John’s Consulting Group
In Memory of Oliver Brown
Eleanor Brown
In Memory of Spaddy Brown
Miriam Soffer and the Soffer Family
In Memory of Theresa Burden
Ronald Beard and Lillian Beard Hartley
In Memory of Edward Butler
Kathy Parks—GE Global Research Legal Group
In Memory of Nancy and Norman Buyer
William and Mary Turner
In Memory of Jeannette Coffin
Chrystral Bishop
Helene Bisson
Kathryn Bollinger
Irene Frigon
Richard and Joan Grondin
Pamela Hull
L.L. Bean
Robert and Betty Masse
In Memory of Richard Coffin
Coleen Kigin
Aimee Klein
In Memory of Edward Couch, III
Barbara Cobb
John and Karin Grant
Dr. William D. Blake
Paul and Mary Brown
In Memory of Josephine Difruscio
Anthony and Phyllis Simmons
In Memory of Paul Dube
Ralph and Marjorie Avery
Lionel and Judy Bourque
Helen Brawn
Bristol Elementary School
Jackie Dube
Raymond and Suzanne Dube
Shane and Sue Follensbee
John and Lou Ann Hunton
David and Patricia MacDonald
Edward and Jean McKenna
Debra Ross
Jack and Gloria Tourtelatte
James and Simone Tupper, III
Patricia Violette
In Memory of Odette DuPont
Christine Arbour
Lawrence Dupont
Alan and Carole Sockloff
In Memory of Richard Emerson
Charles and Shirley Blood
Alice Busby
Concord Orthopedics, Inc.
William Dillon, Jr.
Margaret Helming
B. Aline Ricker
William and Jean Smith
Patricia Sprain
R. Bruce and Lynda Weeks
In Memory of Helen Freeman
Elizabeth Niven
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Sullivan, Jr.
In Memory of Mary Louise Fullerton
Paul and Wendy Bouffard
Alice Clark
Dike-Newell School
David and June Dorion
Harold and Carol Hall
Richard Homan
Evelyn King
Bruce and Carol London
In Memory of Colleen Giroux
Bath Marine Draftsmen’s Association
Joanne Falvo
Susan Gervais
Katherine Gray
Phyllis Harper
Tina and Dan Libby (Libby’s Market)
Bernard and Nancy Pagurko
John and Sharon Panek
St. Mary’s Regional Medical Center
In Memory of Helen H. Greene
Helen Ballard
Becky and Rodger Cuthbert
Ruth Herrick
Jillian and Rodger Herrigel
Kennon and Sabra Jayne
Christine and Peter Simonson
Elena Vandervoort
Willow Grove Homeowners Association, Inc.
In Memory of Joan Greenwald
Aaron Greenwald
In Memory of Clark Hamkins
Mart and Livy Glaubitz
Jim and Alice Rogers
In Memory of Vernon Joe Harmon
Bath Iron Works
Roland and Constance Beaulieu
Darlene Chalmers
Gerald and Sandra Freve
Roland and Joan Smith
In Memory of Kevin Harrington
Margaret Northup
In Memory of Joseph Hickey
Carl and Betty Jane Carlson
In Memory of Priscilla Howe
James and Susan Gillies
In Memory of Joe Janney
Earl Redman
In Memory of Milane Jones
Louis Lebel
In Memory of Paul Le Clair
Alton and Barbara Barter
Robert and Cynthia Brown
Cindy Emanuel
Edward Emery
Richard and Margaret Goodwin
Lucille Keating
Greg and Brenda LeClair
Robert and Nancy LeClair
Robert and Gloria Ouellette
Elmer and Beverly Potter
Mr. and Mrs. Reid
James Schillinger
Andrea and William Sparrow
Southeastern Public Service Authority
In Memory of Chester Le Hay
A. Beverly Brindle
Judy Higbea
In Memory of John Leonard
Francis and Carolyn Crowley
Lewis and Jean Frank
Gigi Leonard
Wardwell Leonard, Jr.
Anna Varian
Caroline Werth
In Memory of Robert Lyman
Albert and Patricia Morrison
In Memory of Robert McClure
Anna McClure
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Freeman
The Koval Family
In Memory of Ethel Henderson McMillan
Mary Lee Ward
In Memory of Ethel McMillen
Kevin and Sara Twine
In Memory of Norman Nickerson
Phippsburg Ambulance Association
In Memory of James Nolan
L.L. Bean
In Memory of William Owen
Andrew and Janet Button
In Memory of Eleanor Parody
Michael and Mary Lou Belmont
Maria Doolittle
Carolyn Foster
John Rommel
Robert and Heather Woodburn

In Memory of Stanley Partington
William Bellows
John and Twyler Boyce
Mary Callanan
Mary Dewaele
Anna McCorick
Elsie and Bob Scheetz
Ruth Simmons
Roy and Ann Wehr

In Memory of Helen Perry
Elizabeth and Alan Behringer
Bruce Earnley
Susan Rice

In Memory of Margaret Pettis
Nancy Buehler
Irene Mustapick

In Memory of Gloris Pinette
Atlantic Regional
Federal Credit Union
Mike and Sue Hart
L.L. Bean
Patrick Mitchell
Morings Apts.
Lena Pinette
VFW Post 7738
Dorothy Weeks

In Memory of John Quinlan
The Donald Almy Family
Denis Barille
Claude Bonang
Robert and Joy Longo
Nancy Mazzarella
Nilda Mlyniec
Cheryl Roby
Edward and Jane Shaskan

In Memory of Katherine Roy
Jayne Abrahamson
Joanne Asherman
John and Dawn Beaston, Jr.
Timothy and Marriott Clark
John Fien
Robert and Mary Fillion
Stephen Garvin
Joe and Deborah Grimming
Raymond and Louise Letter
Annette Picher
Ellen Ridley
Deborah Small
Francis and Claire Vigneau
Marilyn Whipple

In Memory of Ernest Schreiber
Thomas and Hillary Jacobs
Ailsa Schreiber
Louise Sheppard

In Memory of Mary Louise Steward
Lisa Boodman
Lucy Melvin
Elizabeth Patten
Edmond and Janet Theriault

In Memory of John Stone
Linda Clement
Elin Gould
George and Abbie Greenwood
Hugh and Norene Hastings
Elizabeth Horton
Elan Hunter
Wayne R. and Nancy E. Hurst
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Mull
John and Anne Nation
Walter and Joan Phillips
Earl Redman
Julia Stevens

In Memory of Faith Stultz
Sylvia Bilodeau
Elizabeth Damon LAVFW 8459
Elizabeth Johnson
Steven Mickiewicz and
Joann Thompson
William and Carole Thomas

In Memory of Herbert Thulen
Therese Beaulieu
Donald and Joyce Hoxie
Dale and Norma Linton

In Memory of Joseph Wentworth
Trudy Dickey
Geraldine Edgerly
Barbara Forrest
Randall and Cynthia Holbrook
Evelyn Joslyn
Joseph and Beverly Russell

In Memory of Kenneth Wentzel
Ruth Wentzel

In Memory of Thomas Wing
Jim and Jere Blenkorn
James and Jane Carter
Judith Clarke
James and Susan Gillies
David and Sally Lee
Carolyn Lemont
Stanley and Sandra McCurdy
Carole Rouillard

Dorothy Sarcione
Gayle Wing

In Memory of Robert Westbye, Sr.
Marilyn Westbye

In Memory of Merton Witham
James W. Beck
Alice Clark
Jean Dolan
Gary and Alta Fortier
Debra Foster—
Monday Night Book Group
Tom and Sarah Greenier
James and Marlene Groves
William and Sally Hagget
Richard Hornan
Lewis and Nancy Kingsbury
Arthur and Martha Mayo
Richard and Maria McElman
Linda Palmer
Joyce Pye
Charles and Mary Jane Roop
Carole J. Rouillard
Phil and Pat Shannon
Douglas and June Stewart
Suzanne and Bruce Temple
Carolyn “Callie” Witham

For more information on preparing your will, on charitable gift planning, or on establishing an endowment, call the Development Team at 373-6064.
Modern, compassionate, value-driven healthcare for our communities
MID COAST HEALTH SERVICES

For a lifetime of caring

123 Medical Center Drive, Brunswick, ME 04011
(207) 373-6000

Access Health
A local Healthy Maine Partnership coordinated by Mid Coast Hospital that is dedicated to creating healthy choices in Midcoast Maine.

CHANS Home Health Care
Providing skilled home health, hospice, private duty care services and an array of community-based wellness clinics and support services to Midcoast Maine.

Mid Coast Hospital
A full-service, 92-bed, independent, not-for-profit hospital governed by a community Board of Directors.

Mid Coast Medical Group
Community-based healthcare comprised of primary care and specialty care physicians in over 30 clinical areas.

Mid Coast Senior Health Center
Offers a full continuum of healthcare and wellness services for seniors, including Thornton Hall Assisted Living, The Garden Dementia Assisted Living, Mere Point Nursing Home, and Bodwell Rehabilitation Center.

Thornton Oaks Retirement Community
A community of 46 private homes and 98 apartments nestled in 29 wooded acres.